CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusion

According to the design of the study conducted with the title “Frontend Development Web-Based Job Searching System Using Angular Framework with XP Method in Japan”, and therefore the conclusion of the study are:

1. Website development can be developed by using Extreme Programming method which is proved that the study has been completed in accordance with the expectation of researcher.

2. The result of the study indicated that Extreme Programming is flexible and low risk disciplined approach method with ability to manage rapidly changing requirements.

3. Extreme Programming implementation is successful which is indicated by using the method through exploration phase, planning phase, iteration to release phase, productionizing phase, maintenance phase and death phase.

4. This website will help many unemployed people to find and get a job in the company they interested.

5. This website will help private company to share job information and to reach more potentials worker.
5.2 **Recommendation**

We recommended as an expansion or the continuation of the study towards the “Frontend Development Web-Based Job Searching System Using Angular Framework with XP Method in Japan” which is that for the future research is we can develop website in mobile web app which is easier for user to access the information without using browser and implement the apps with push notification that will be more advanced in providing information.